ROAD TRIP SCAVENGER HUNT

- Something that starts with the letter of your name
- A red car
- Something that moves fast
- Workmen working on the road
- A campervan
- A car with a roofrack
- A dog
- A truck
- Animals grazing
- The same car/van as yours (any colour)
- A motorbike
- Police car
ROAD TRIP
SCAVENGER HUNT

- A PLANE
- A TRAFFIC CONE
- A WINDMILL
- A HORSE
- A TRUCK
- A SPEED LIMIT SIGN
- A GAS PUMP
- A BLUE CAR
- AMBULANCE
- TRAFFIC LIGHTS
- A POLICE CAR
- A FIELD

DIFFICULTY: EASY
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ROAD TRIP SCAVENGER HUNT

- A motor cycle with a passenger on the back
- Something round
- A motel
- A playground
- A hill
- A white car
- A red campervan
- A rest stop
- Fast food place
- Someone sleeping
- A shopping mall
- Sirens

DIFFICULTY: MEDIUM
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DIFFICULTY: MEDIUM

ROAD TRIP
SCAVENGER HUNT

- Something that starts with the letter of your name
- A flag
- A bridge
- A tall building
- A truck
- A bench
- Motorcycle
- Dog in a car
- Fire truck
- Stop sign
- Statue
- A bird on a street light
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- Cattle Truck
- An SUV / Pickup
- A Lake
- A Logging Truck
- A Food Billboard
- A Welcome Sign
- A Toll Station
- A Church
- VW Camper Van
- Flowers
- A Tunnel
- A Convertible

DIFFICULTY: MEDIUM
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A TRUCK DELIVERING FOOD
A FOREST
A WORK VAN
A TRUCK DELIVERING FOOD
A ROAD CLOSED SIGN
A PERSON SINGING IN THEIR CAR
A ROAD CLOSED SIGN
A FOR SALE SIGN
SAME CAR AS YOU/ SAME COLOR
A BLACK VW BUG
SOMEBODY BROKEN DOWN
A RECOVERY TRUCK
ROAD TRIP SCAVENGER HUNT

- A truck delivering food
- A stop sign
- A forest
- A same type/same color car as you
- A road closed sign
- A cattle truck
- Somebody broken down
- Walmart
- A brown fence
- A lake

- A person singing in their car
- A go sign
- A work van
- A park bench
- A for sale sign
- A black VW bug
- A person sleeping
- A river
- A Wendy's
- A recovery truck
ROAD TRIP SCAVENGER HUNT

- A TRUCK CARRYING CARS
- A RED STOP SIGN
- A FOREST
- A SAME TYPE/SAME COLOR CAR AS YOU
- A TOURIST ATTRACTION
- A CATTLE TRUCK
- SOMEBODY BROKEN DOWN
- WALMART
- A PLAYGROUND
- A LAKE
- A PERSON SINGING IN THEIR CAR
- FAST FOOD PLACE
- A MACDONALDS
- A PARK PENCH
- A FOR SALE SIGN
- A BLUE VW BUG
- A PERSON SLEEPING
- REST STOP
- A WENDY'S
- A RECOVERY TRUCK

DIFFICULTY: HARD
ROAD TRIP
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FIND, COLLECT, DO

- Find something that starts with the letter of your name
- A video of everybody singing in the car
- Something that tastes amazing
- Get a picture of the whole family next to the car
- Find something that starts with the letter R
- Give a tip to a lovely server
- Take a picture of a wild animal
- A local tour leaflet
- A beautiful leaf at one of your scenic rest stops
- Take a picture of an amazing view
- A souvenir under $1
- Someone who looks like you

DIFFICULTY: MEDIUM
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